This week’s homework is linked to our **D and T project** on Bridges which we will finish on Friday so is therefore best left until Friday or after to complete.

**RECOUNT**

Please write a **detailed recount** of the stages of planning, designing and the construction of your bridges.

Please don’t answer the questions below as single sentences – these are just to prompt your memory. **You need to write a detailed PARAGRAPH** in neat handwriting using handwriting pen.

Remember to start from the beginning!

- Who was in your group?
- What was your company name?
- How did you decide which type of bridge to make?
- Which resources did you plan to use?
- How did your group get on together?
- Was your bridge successful?
- Can you think of any aspects of the designing and making process that could have been better?
- What was good about your bridge? What do you think could be improved?